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Abstract 
During the normal operational life of a turbine, its rotor journal seating surfaces are wearing and therefore, repair operations, 
including turning and grinding of such surfaces and next rotor balancing on the balancing machines, are carried out. Traditional
turbine rotors machining is provided by fixing them through the centers and demands the corresponding large size machine tools 
and the strategy «machine tool to rotor» is often used. To minimize mobilization and transportation cost, the problem of the 
turbine rotor restoration by using centerless grinding technique on the lightweight horizontal balancing machines is resolved. A
computer simulation model of such grinding with workpieces located on their machining surfaces is presented. To validate the 
approaches, a proposed computer simulation was carried out. Theoretical and computational investigations demonstrate that the 
deviation from the roundness of a workpiece may be reduced from the initial value of half a millimeter to a final value of 10 
micrometers by using a special location of cutting tools. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICIE 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
During the normal operational life of a turbine, its rotor damage may arise due to several factors such as steam 
erosion, rotor rubbing, etc. [1]. Wear of rotor journals seating surfaces is often in the case that conducts to the 
increased vibration and stops of the equipment. In this case, repair operations, including turning and grinding of such 
seating surfaces and rotor balancing on the balancing machines are carried out. Traditional turbine rotors machining 
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is provided by fixing them through the centers and demands the corresponding large size machine tools [2, 3]. Power 
and compressor station rotors have a considerable weight and so they are restored using the strategy – «machine tool 
to rotor» [1]. 
If minimum mobilization and transportation cost is much-needed one of the other restoration methods has to be 
used. Some companies offer orbital tool technologies [4] and portable machine tools [5] such that machine tools are 
mounted on the rotor journals. The disadvantageous feature of this approach is obvious: located surfaces are worn 
out and therefore are insufficiently connected with main shaft axis. In that case, rotor disbalance is more heavy than 
usual.  
Considering the fact that one of the necessary repair operations is balancing and relative small-sized balancing 
machines without difficulties are delivered to a necessary place [6], therefore an actual repairing problem is 
machining directly on these balancing machines (fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. Balancing machine BM 8000 [7] 
It is suggested to equip a balancing machine with a grinding head. This grinding head has to have a feed-motion 
along the shaft radial direction. End surface of the abrasive tool has to cut the journal surface on all the length along 
its main axis. Specific character of grinding on the balancing machine is the determined locations of the journal 
elliptical surface on roller bearing. It is a cause of the following out-of-roundness of the repaired journals. 
There is a practice to grind round workpieces with locating them on their machining surface. Such machining is 
named centerless grinding [8]. The out-of-roundness in these cases is rather small and usually is not considered in 
calculations [9–13]. Other investigations show that large deviation of roundness does not permit to get a demanded 
shaft quality, because in this case locating element is the transient surface. Despite of common knowledge of this 
problem, an attempt to make good surface quality is realized. Previously the author has obtained some results using 
single point cutting tool and two resting bases [14]. This investigation has shown that the deviation from roundness 
of a workpiece may be improved. 
Thus, an identification of shaft restoration possibilities of grinding on balancing machines and determination of 
rational machining parameters is the object of the presented investigations. 
2. Modeling of the turbine rotor journal restoration 
2.1. Source data and assumptions 
According to data of the practice measurements, one of accepted assumptions is that the main form of section of 
a worn-out journal is the ellipse. Thus, the workpiece surface represents an elliptical cylinder. Accepting that roller 
bearing surfaces represent circular cylinder, the three-dimensional scheme was changed by two-dimensional scheme 
with radial sections of the specified objects. These radial sections are placed in one of the coordinate planes. From 
there, instead of an initial abrasive tool flat surface the straight line – a projection of this flat surface on the 
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coordinate plane is used. Thus, basic elements in this scheme are: circles, ellipse and the straight line. Other 
assumptions are as follows: initially the workpiece is placed on rollers so that the big axis of its ellipse is settled 
horizontally; contacts of the ellipse and circles are points; the workpiece is rotated to contra clockwise without 
interrupt of these contacts. The tool (in this case – straight line) moves to workpiece in the horizontal direction. 
Originally, the tool does not interact with the workpiece, till this workpiece is rotated on about some angle. 
2.2. Calculation procedure 
Taking it into account the assumptions mentioned immediately above, the scheme presented in fig. 2 is accepted. 
This scheme includes the following parameters: B – distance between two roller centers, rR  – the radius of these 
rollers, R  – the average radius of the workpiece, e  – a semi-difference between the greatest and the smallest 
ellipse radiuses, K – an angle between a vertical axis and the line from the left circle center to the ellipse ones, \ –
an installation angle of the abrasive tool. rD  and 1SD  – the primary motion of the abrasive tool and its feed motion. 
2SD  – rotation motion of the workpiece. 
The proposed mathematical apparatus is founded on the discrete (voxel) solid modeling, which is based on 
algebra of sets [15–18]. Procedure of calculation includes the following stages. 
Fig. 2. Scheme of machining 
1. Coordinates ( wwYX ) of points on the initial ellipse giving a set }A{  have to be determined as: 
w wx  (R / 2)cos ( )e I  ,  (1) 
w w (R / 2)sin ( )y e I  ,  (2) 
where wM  –  is the angle of an ordinary point of ellipse, changing from 0 to 360 degrees. 
2. When the workpiece is rotated through the angle of M , the points of the set }A{  are rotated and give us the 
set }C{ .  Coordinates of these points in the previous system ( YX ) are:  
w wx  x  cos ( ) sinyI I    ,  (3) 
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w wy  x  sin ( ) cosyI I     .  (4) 
3. Couples of distances from points of set }C{  to the centers of the left and right circles are calculated: 
2 2(( ) ( ) )L RL RS x x y y    ,  (5) 
2 2(( ) ( ) )R RR RS x x y y    ,  (6) 
where previously: 
/ 2;RL RRx x B      (7) 
( )cos( );R ry R R K     (8) 
arcsin(( / 2) / ( )).rB R RK     (9) 
The choosing of the minimum values of such distances ( LS  and RS ) permits to find points of ellipse that most 
close located, respectively, to the center of the left and right circles.  
4. To maintain substantially uninterrupted contact between the ellipse and the circles the following expression 
has to be satisfied: 
0L RS S S   .  (10) 
However, it is obvious that originally at any ellipse rotation this condition is not satisfied generally. In this 
regard, the task is solved by iterative method with correction of the centers coordinates of the circles, taking into 
account the sign of S: 
 sin( )RL RLx x S K  ,  (11) 
 sin( )RR RRx x S K  ,  (12) 
( ) cos( )R R L ry y S R K   .  (13) 
In this case, the equation rL RS   is the condition for convergence. 
5. Considering that the tool is constrained with the rollers, the expression for its profile line has to be written 
using roller centers coordinates:   
y D1( ( / 2)) tan ( ) b  ST RRy x x B S \      , (14) 
( ) / cos( )yb R ' \  ,  (15) 
where D1S  – tool feed that synchronized with ellipse rotation; '  –   the height of the initial tool position.   
If the following condition is satisfied: 
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( ( )cos( ))R r Ty y R R yK   ! ,  (16) 
 than accept equation 
( ) cos( )T R ry y y R R K    .  (17) 
Using the rotation matrix through angle of « M », given coordinates permit us to calculate new ones as a new set 
of points }A{ .   
6. Starting with item 2, a calculation has to be repeated (360n) times, where n – total number of workpiece 
revolutions. After all, the set of points }A{  may be obtained and resulting profile of the machined workpiece may 
be calculated. 
7. If the parameter D1S  is not changed this calculation method permits to simulate the sparking-out. 
3. Results and discussion 
Using obtained method calculations are performed for the following parameters:  B  = 200 mm, rR = 75 mm, R
= 75 mm, e  = 0.5 mm and K =42 degrees.  The variation of angle \  from 0 to 90 degrees permits to find an 
extremum. Minimum deviation from roundness of the workpiece R' takes place if K\  . Preliminary calculations 
have shown that the workpiece roundness (ellipticity) has been improved from an initial value of one millimeter to a 
final value of 20 micrometers. 
The results of calculation show that the workpiece roundness (ellipticity) may be improved by using a special 
place of cutting tool. It is clear that using the presented model it is essential to develop a computer program and to 
get data to estimate model efficiency to minimize the deviation from the roundness of a workpiece. Also, a set of 
experiments has to performed using turbine rotor models and further using turbine rotors directly. 
4. Conclusions 
Centerless rotor journals grinding technique on horizontal balancing machines and computer simulation model of 
such grinding for the case when workpiece is located on its machining surfaces have been presented. Theoretical 
solution, based on the voxel modeling and the proposed algorithm are rather effective for this particular type of 
machining. Preliminary theoretical investigation has shown that the deviation from roundness of a workpiece, that 
has a diameter about 150 mm, may be improved from an initial value of half a millimeter to a final value of 10 
micrometers. There is one condition that provides good machine working results: there is a special location of 
cutting tool, its axis has to be parallel to axis between left roller and workpiece centers.  
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